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Modeling and Analysis of Mixed Traffic Networks

with Human-driven and Autonomous Vehicles
Qing Xu1, Chaoyi Chen1,∗, Xueyang Chang2, Dongpu Cao3,

Mengchi Cai1, Jiawei Wang1, Keqiang Li1 and Jianqiang Wang1.

Abstract—The emergence of connected and automated vehi-
cles (CAV) indicates improved traffic mobility in future traffic
transportation systems. This study addresses the research gap
in macroscopic traffic modeling of mixed traffic networks where
CAV and human-driven vehicles coexist. CAV behavior is ex-
plicitly included in the proposed traffic network model, and
the vehicle number non-conservation problem is overcome by
describing the approaching and departure vehicle number in
discrete time. The proposed model is verified in typical CAV
cooperation scenarios. The performance of CAV coordination is
analyzed in road, intersection and network scenario. Total travel
time of the vehicles in the network is proved to be reduced when
coordination are applied. Simulation results validate the accuracy
of the proposed model and the effectiveness of the proposed
algorithm.

Index Terms—Macroscopic traffic model, Connected and au-
tomated vehicle, Traffic Coordination.

I. INTRODUCTION

C
ONNECTED and automated vehicles (CAV) are a

promising technology to solve traffic accidents and con-

gestion problems in urban traffic networks, and it has widely

attracted the attention of academia and industries towards its

research and development.

Despite the benefits brought by CAV to traffic mobility,

their influence on the macroscopic traffic network model has

rarely been studied. Traditional macroscopic traffic network

modeling uses hydro-mechanics modeling to formulate the

relationship between vehicle speed and car-following dis-

tance [1]. METANET is a widely-used highway traffic network

simulation platform, employing a steady-state second-order

equation to model the flow distribution and traffic state param-

eters [2]–[4]. Inspired by Lighthill-Whitham-Richards traffic

flow model [5], [6], some multi-lane models based on the Aw-

Rascle methods have also been proposed [7]–[9]. In urban traf-

fic network modeling, intersections are inevitable traffic nodes

with traffic lights. [10], [11] used cellular automata to model
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traffic flows at urban nonsignalized intersections. [12], [13]

established the equilibrium equation for roads and distribution

equation for intersections. Petri net [14], [15], fundamental

diagram [16], [17] and Berg-Lin-Xi (BLX) model [18], [19]

have also been used to model the intersection traffic network.

When CAVs are involved, most research focuses on fully-

autonomous scenarios [20]. Research on single CAV coor-

dination can be classified into several categories. For longi-

tudinal control in straight roads, several multi-vehicle coor-

dination methods have been proposed, e.g., vehicle platoon

control [21], cooperative adaptive cruise control (CACC) [22],

and cooperative collision avoidance [23]. In intersection sce-

narios, coordinated control through V2I and V2V technologies

has been widely discussed, e.g., cooperative on-ramp merg-

ing [24], hierarchical optimization [25], and CAV schedul-

ing [26]. As for cooperation in lateral control, V2V com-

munication improves CAV’s lane change performance [27]

and enables cooperative multi-vehicle lane change [28] or

formation control [29]. Other research also focuses on the path

planning [30] and vehicle joint control [31].

However, the current transportation system will take decades

to transform fully into CAV systems. A more practical scenario

in the near future is a mixed traffic environment where CAVs

and human-driven vehicles (HDVs) coexist [32], [33]. [34]

derived the fundamental flow and density diagram, assuming

that CAVs have a shorter headway time. The delay time caused

by vehicles’ stop-and-go behavior is reduced in a mixed traffic

environment. [35] pointed out that introducing CAVs into

existing traffic environments may lower the traffic efficiency

because of their conservative driving strategies. Similar re-

sults were observed in [36]. [37], [38] studied the impact

of autonomous vehicles on traffic flow through theoretical

traffic flow analysis, clarifying changes in the key traffic flow

parameters with increasing market penetration rates (MPRs).

Traffic optimization methods for mixed traffic networks

differ from that of traditional networks, although both influ-

ence traffic network modeling. Traffic signal and phasing time

(SPAT) control is the most common method to optimize traffic

networks. Based on the traffic network model of [13], [39]

established a nonlinear optimization method for signal light

control that minimizes the number of vehicles in a network.

[40] further designed a linear quadratic optimal controller

to increase the calculation efficiency. [41] used the BLX

and S model (a simplified BLX model) to design the model

predictive control (MPC) that minimizes the total travel time

in the network. Minimizing the queuing length in the network

is another common optimization goal, and several methods
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have been applied to solve the problem, e.g., greedy-based

MPC [17] and PID controller [16]. [42], [43] proposed a

hierarchical control method, which decoupled the network into

several sub-networks. In the upper layer, MPC controls the in

and out traffic flow of sub-networks to maximize the traffic

throughput, while in the lower layer, MPC controls the traffic

SPAT in each sub-network based on the S model to minimize

the travel time. Analogously, [44] modified the upper layer

control optimization objective under the same hierarchical

framework.

Coordinated route allocation is another effective way to

balance the traffic load in a network. [45] used mixed integer

programming to solve the dynamic vehicle allocation problem.

[46], [47] tested a distributed controller for CAVs and simu-

lated different traffic loads, MPRs, and communication ranges.

In addition, rule-based [48] and greedy-based searching

algorithms [49] were also used in previous research. [50]

used theoretical traffic analysis and found inappropriate traffic

allocation to increase the total delay time in the network as

MPR increases. [51] proposed a CAV path guidance method in

a mixed traffic network. The path planning of CAV and HDV

are considered using a graph-based traffic network model. By

establishing the corresponding nonlinear programming prob-

lem, CAV coordination route planning was found to increase

traffic efficiency.

Because existing macroscopic traffic models are insufficient

for mixed traffic environments, we propose a macroscopic

traffic model for mixed traffic networks to address the lack

of research on coordinated CAV route allocation in an urban

traffic network. Then, we design typical algorithms in CAV

coordination scenarios to verify the effectiveness of the pro-

posed model. A network-based route allocation algorithm is

further established to increase traffic efficiency. Specifically,

our contributions are as follows:

(1) A macroscopic model of a mixed traffic network is

proposed, with MPRs and traffic flow characteristics as

model descriptions. The existing BLX model [18] may

lead to vehicle number non-conservation problem, which

is solved by explicitly including the CAVs as parameter

in modeling.

(2) Several coordination algorithms are verified on the pro-

posed model, including CAV coordination on straight

roads, intersections, and route allocation. A network-based

optimization algorithm is proposed to minimize the total

travel time of vehicles in the network.

(3) The effectiveness of the proposed macroscopic mixed

traffic model is validated with a feasible precision. The

proposed coordination algorithm is shown to increase

traffic efficiency in various MPRs.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section II in-

troduces the proposed mixed traffic network modeling method.

Section III presents the three coordination methods applied

to the proposed model. The simulation results are shown in

Section IV. Finally, Section V concludes this paper.

II. MODELING OF MIXED TRAFFIC IN URBAN ROAD

NETWORK

This paper proposes an urban road network traffic model

based on the S model in [41] for mixed traffic flow control in

different MPRs.

A. Approaching traffic network modeling

The network traffic model is described in discrete time with

sampling period Ts and time instant k. Each road is divided

into two sections: free-driving and queuing zones. The vehicles

entering road (u, d) firstly drive through the free-driving zone

and then get stuck in the queuing zone. Because the queuing

zone dynamically changes with time k, the average length of

the free-driving zone Lmov
u,d (k) is calculated as

Lmov
u,d (k) = Lu,d −

qu,d(k) · l
que
veh

N lane
u,d

, (1)

where, Lu,d is the length of the road, qu,d(k) is the total

number of vehicles in the queuing zone, lqueveh is the road length

that one vehicle occupies in the queue, and N lane
u,d is the lane

number.

Denoting the average speed of the vehicles in free-driving

zone Lmov
u,d (k) as vu,d(k), the vehicle travel time through the

free-driving zone is defined as τu,d(k). Because we use the

discrete time modeling method, the travel time is divided into

integer part δu,d(k) and fractional part γu,d(k) as

τu,d(k) = δu,d(k) + γu,d(k), (2)

δu,d(k) = floor(τu,d(k)), 0 ≤ γu,d(k) < 1. (3)

It can be calculated by solving

Lmov
u,d (k) =Ts

δu,d(k)
∑

i=1

vu,d(k − i)+

Ts · γu,d(k) · vu,d(k − δu,d(k)− 1),

(4)

where vu,d(·) is the average moving vehicle speed on the

free-driving zone. Assuming that the moving traffic flow is

continuous, vu,d(·) is calculated using the macroscopic traffic

flow model with traffic flow density Ku,d(k) defined as

Ku,d(k) =
nu,d(k)− qu,d(k)

N lane
u,d · Lmov

u,d (k)
, (5)

where nu,d(k) is the total number of vehicles on road (u, d)
at time k.

The macroscopic traffic flow model in [52] is adopted to

describe the relationship between the average vehicle speed

and traffic flow density.

vu,d(k) =











vfree, ifKu,d(k) ≤ Kfree,

vncop(Ku,d(k)), ifKjam < Ku,d(k) < Kfree,

vjam, ifKu,d(k) ≥ Kjam,

(6)

vncop(Ku,d(k)) =vjam + (vfree − vjam) ·Kb
adj, (7)

Kadj = 1−

(

Ku,d(k)−Kfree

Kjam −Kfree

)a

, (8)
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Fig. 1: Illustration of road segmentation. Road (u, d) is separated into two sections: free driving zone where vehicles move

with the traffic flow and queuing zone where they are idling due to traffic lights. Both connected and automated vehicles

and human-driven vehicles are considered in the modeling. The upstream and downstream sets are denoted as Iu,d and Ou,d,

respectively.

where Kfree = 1/lfreeveh and Kjam = 1/lqueveh. vfree is the free-

driving speed, which is the maximum on-road speed limit.

vjam is the vehicle speed in traffic jam. lfreeveh is the smallest

road length occupation in free driving zone, which equals the

vehicle length plus the minimum car following distance. Other

parameters are chosen as a = 2, b = 4 in this study.

(1) shows that τu,d(k) is determined mainly by changes in

qu,d(k), rendering it difficult to achieve the conservation of

number of vehicles in the free-driving zone.

The instant of time when the last vehicle in the queuing

zone leaves the upstream road is denoted as k − 1, which is

τ̄u,d period ahead of the current time and defined as

τ̄u,d = max(τu,d(k − 1), τu,d(k), 1), (9)

τ̄u,d(k) = δ̄u,d(k) + γ̄u,d(k), (10)

δ̄u,d(k) = floor(τ̄u,d(k)), 0 ≤ γ̄u,d(k) < 1. (11)

Then, the number of vehicles arriving at the queuing zone

during time [kTs, (k + 1)Ts) is denoted as marr
u,d(k), which is

calculated by

marr
u,d(k) =
∑

i∈Iu,d

min
(

mdep,mov
i,u,d (kai,u,d), (1− γu,d(k)) ·m

dep
i,u,d(k

a
i,u,d)

)

+
∑

i∈Iu,d

min
(

mdep,mov
i,u,d (kbi,u,d), γ̄u,d(k) ·m

dep
i,u,d(k

b
i,u,d)

)

+

δ̄u,d(k)
∑

t=δu,d(k)−1

∑

i∈Iu,d

mdep,mov
i,u,d (kci,u,d),

kai,u,d = k − δu,d(k)− σi,u,d,

kbi,u,d = k − δ̄u,d(k)− 1− σi,u,d,

kci,u,d = k − t− σi,u,d,
(12)

where Iu,d is the union set of all the upstream intersections

of road (u, d) and σi,u,d is the time spent driving through

intersection u along route (i, u, d). mdep
i,u,d(k) is the number of

vehicles driving on road (u, d) from upstream road (i, u) at

time k, and mdep,mov
i,u,d (k) is the number of vehicles driving on

the free-driving zone (u, d) from upstream road (i, u) at time

k. mdep,mov
i,u,d (k) is updated by

mdep,mov
i,u,d (kai,u,d) = max

(

mdep,mov
i,u,d (kai,u,d)

−(1− γu,d(k)) ·m
dep
i,u,d(k

a
i,u,d), 0

)

, i ∈ Iu,d,
(13)

mdep,mov
i,u,d (kbi,u,d) = max

(

mdep,mov
i,u,d (kbi,u,d)

−γ̄u,d(k) ·m
dep
i,u,d(k

b
i,u,d), 0

)

, i ∈ Iu,d,
(14)

mdep,mov
i,u,d (k − t− σi,u,d) = 0, i ∈ Iu,d

t = δu,d(k)− 1, · · · , δ̄u,d(k).
(15)

Remark 1: In the proposed traffic network model, the

number of vehicles in the free-driving zone mdep,mov
i,u,d (k) is

used to update the incoming number of vehicles to the queuing

zone marr
u,d(k), because the sole use of τu,d(k) to calculate the

vehicle’s entering time cannot guarantee the conservation of

the number of vehicles. Vehicle travel time τu,d(k) is related

to time-variant variables, namely, vehicle travel speed vu,d(k)
and free-driving zone length Lmov

u,d (k). vu,d(k) is influenced

by traffic flow state and multi-vehicle cooperation method, and

Lmov
u,d (k) is related to queuing length qu,d(k).

B. Departure traffic network modeling

When vehicles enter a road, they change lanes to follow

their desired routes. If no control on route selection is imposed,

the number of vehicles selecting each route is given as

marr
u,d,o(k) = βu,d,o(k) ·m

arr
u,d(k) (16)

∑

o∈Ou,d

βu,d,o(k) = 1 (17)
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where Ou,d is the union set of the downstream intersections

of road (u, d), and βu,d,o(k) is the route selection ratio.

The number of departing vehicles mdep
u,d,o(k) is related to

three parameters: incoming number of vehicles from road

(u, d), traffic load on the departure road (d, o) and traffic SPAT

on route (u, d, o).
The number of vehicles on road (u, d) along route (u, d, o)

during the period [kTs, (k+1)Ts) is then calculated as follows.

Based on traffic light conditions, (bu,d,o(k) = 1 indicates green

light), the maximum number of vehicles that depart the road

(u, d) along route (u, d, o) is

m̄dep
u,d,o(k) =







min
(

qu,d,o(k) +marr
u,d,o(k),

Qu,d,o(k) · Ts)
ifbu,d,o(k) = 1,

0, ifbu,d,o(k) = 0,

(18)

where qu,d,o(k) is the route queue number of vehicles and

Qu,d,o(k) is the saturation traffic flow density. It is worth

noting that traffic lights block the traffic flow and decide the

vehicles’ stop-and-go behavior. Because the vehicles need to

re-accelerate to the original driving speed from their idling

state, the traffic flow density gradually grows to saturation

value Qu,d,o(k) and is modeled as follows:

Qu,d,o(k) =











min (Qu,d,o(k − 1) + dQ0,

Qmax
u,d,o

)

, ifbu,d,o(k) = 1,

0, ifbu,d,o(k) = 0.
(19)

where dQ0 is the traffic flow density increment in the vehicle

acceleration process, and Qmax
u,d,o is the saturation maximum

traffic flow density.

For downstream road (d, o), the total number of vehicles

departing from upstream roads is

m̄dep,sum
d,o (k) =

∑

i∈Id,o

m̄dep
i,d,o(k). (20)

We assume that the total number of vehicles entering road

(d, o) will not exceed the available capacity of the road. The

available capacity for each upstream route can be determined

using

Su,d,o(k) =







m̄dep

u,d,o
(k)

m̄dep,sum

d,o
(k)

· Sexp
d,o (k), ifm̄dep,sum

d,o (k) > 0,

0, ifm̄dep,sum
d,o (k) = 0,

(21)

where Su,d,o(k) is the available capacity allocated by down-

stream (d, o) to road (u, d) , and Sexp
d,o (k) is the expected

available capacity that considers future occupancy of the

current vehicles. The actual number of vehicles then departing

road (u, d) along route (u, d, o) is

mdep
u,d,o(k) = min

(

m̄dep
u,d,o(k), Su,d,o(k)

)

, (22)

mdep,mov
u,d,o (k) = mdep

u,d,o(k). (23)

The queuing length of a route is calculated as

qu,d,o(k + 1) = qu,d,o(k) +marr
u,d,o(k)−mdep

u,d,o(k), (24)

and that of a road as

qu,d(k + 1) =
∑

o∈Ou,d

qu,d,o(k + 1). (25)

The available capacity of road (u, d) in next time step k+1
considering the travel time through the intersection is

Su,d(k + 1) =Su,d(k)−
∑

i∈Iu,d

mdep
i,u,d(k − σi,u,d)

+
∑

o∈Ou,d

mdep
u,d,o(k).

(26)

In this time step k+1, vehicles in the intersection approach-

ing road (u, k) also influence the available road capacity.

Sexp
u,d (k + 1) =Sexp

u,d (k)−
∑

i∈Iu,d

mdep
i,u,d(k)

+
∑

o∈Ou,d

mdep
u,d,o(k).

(27)

The road capacity should not exceed the overall queuing

vehicle amount, therefore

Su,d(k) ≤ Cu,d =
Lu,d ·N

lane
u,d

lqueveh

. (28)

Hence, at next time step k + 1, the number of vehicles not

queuing on road (u, d) is

nmov
u,d (k + 1) =nmov

u,d (k)−marr
u,d(k)

+
∑

i∈Iu,d

mdep
i,u,d(k − σi,u,d). (29)

Therefore, the total number of vehicles at next time step

k + 1 on road (u, d) is

ntot
u,d(k + 1) = nmov

u,d (k + 1) + qu,d(k + 1) (30)

C. Mixed traffic network modeling

Based on the proposed model, MPRs in different traffic

flows are further calculated. Analogous to the idea in (12),

the number of CAVs arriving at the end of the queuing zone

at each road during the period [kTs, (k + 1)Ts) is calculated

as

marr,CAV
u,d (k) =

∑

i∈Iu,d

αdep
i,u,d(k

a
i,u,d) ·min

(

mdep,mov
i,u,d (kai,u,d),

(1− γu,d(k)) ·m
dep
i,u,d(k

a
i,u,d)

)

+
∑

i∈Iu,d

αdep
i,u,d(k

b
i,u,d)·

min
(

mdep,mov
i,u,d (kbi,u,d), γ̄u,d(k) ·m

dep
i,u,d(k

b
i,u,d)

)

+

δ̄u,d(k)
∑

t=δu,d(k)−1

∑

i∈Iu,d

mdep,mov
i,u,d (kci,u,d) · α

dep
i,u,d(k

c
i,u,d)

(31)

where, αdep
i,u,d(k) is the MPR of CAVs driving on road (u, d)

through route (i, u, d) in time step k. The MPR of the CAVs

at the queuing tail is given by

αarr
u,d(k) =

marr,CAV
u,d (k)

marr
u,d(k)

(32)
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If CAVs choose routes similar to HDVs, the numbers of

CAVs arriving at the queuing tail of road (u, d) and heading

to intersection o is

marr,CAV
u,d,o (k) = βu,d,o(k) ·m

arr,CAV
u,d (k) (33)

αarr
u,d,o(k) =

marr,CAV
u,d,o (k)

marr
u,d,o(k)

(34)

where βu,d,o(k) is the corresponding MPR.

The number of CAVs departing from road (u, d) to route

(u, d, o) and their MPRs are calculated using

mdep,CAV
u,d,o (k) =

{

mdep,CAV,1
u,d,o (k), ifmdep

u,d,o(k) ≤ qu,d,o(k),

mdep,CAV,2
u,d,o (k), ifmdep

u,d,o(k) > qu,d,o(k),

mdep,CAV,1
u,d,o (k) =αque

u,d,o(k) ·m
dep
u,d,o(k),

mdep,CAV,2
u,d,o (k) =αque

u,d,o(k) · qu,d,o(k)

+ αarr
u,d,o(k) ·

(

mdep
u,d,o(k)− qu,d,o(k)

)

,

(35)

αdep
u,d (k) =

mdep,CAV
u,d (k)

mdep
u,d (k)

, (36)

where αque
u,d,o(k) is the MPR of the queue on route (u, d, o).

At next time step k + 1, the number of queuing CAVs on

road (u, d) and heading to route (u, d, o) and their MPRs are

qCAV
u,d,o(k + 1) = αque

u,d,o(k) · qu,d,o(k) +marr,CAV
u,d,o (k)

−mdep,CAV
u,d,o (k),

(37)

αque
u,d,o(k + 1) =

qCAV
u,d,o(k + 1)

qu,d,o(k + 1)
. (38)

(39)

The number of total queuing CAVs on road (u, d) at next

time step k + 1 is

qCAV
u,d (k + 1) =

∑

o∈Ou,d

qCAV
u,d,o(k). (40)

(41)

The number of free-driving CAVs on road (u, d) and their

MPRs are

nmov,CAV
u,d (k + 1) = nmov,CAV

u,d (k)−marr,CAV
u,d (k)

+
∑

i∈Iu,d

mdep,CAV
i,u,d (k − σi,u,d),

(42)

αmov
u,d (k + 1) =

nmov,CAV
u,d (k + 1)

nmov
u,d (k + 1)

. (43)

(44)

The MPR of CAVs on free-driving zones is one of the most

important parameters influencing the performance of a multi-

vehicle coordination algorithm. The number of CAVs on road

(u, d) and their MPRs are

nCAV
u,d (k + 1) = nmov,CAV

u,d (k + 1) + qCAV
u,d (k + 1), (45)

αu,d(k + 1) =
nCAV
u,d (k + 1)

nu,d(k + 1).
(46)

CAVs influence traffic flow differently compared to HDVs,

which requires modification of the traffic flow model. The

influences of car-following and lane-changing performances

of CAVs with different penetration rates are considered as

follows. The shorter car-following time headway of CAVs

than HDVs contributes to the higher CAV penetration rate,

leading to a higher traffic density at a certain average vehicle

speed [37]. Previous research also found that the lane-changing

decision difference between CAVs and HDVs may deteriorate

traffic mobility when MPR is low [53]. Hence, we model the

traffic flow density ratio of CAV and HDV, ηmix
lc (αmov

u,d (k)).
Considering parameters in the traffic flow models (6) and (7),

the maximum traffic flow densities in free-driving and queuing

zones are calculated as

K∗
u,d(k) =

ηmix
lc (αmov

u,d (k))

α1 + α2 + lveh
,

α1 = αmov
u,d (k) · v∗ · T ∗

CAV,

α2 = (1− αmov
u,d (k)) · v∗ · T ∗

HDV,

∗ = freeorjam.

(47)

where T free
CAV and T ∗

HDV are the car-following time headway in

free-driving zones, and T jam
CAV and T ∗

jam are the car-following

time headway in queuing zones of CAV and HDV, respectively.

Therefore, the mixed traffic network model is written as

vmix
u,d (k) =











vfree, Ku,d(k) ≤ Kfree
u,d (k),

vmix (Ku,d(k)) , Kfree
u,d (k) < Ku,d(k) < Kjam

u,d (k),

vjam, Ku,d(k) ≥ Kjam
u,d (k),

vmix (Ku,d(k)) = vjam +
(

vfree − vjam
)

·

(

1−

(

Ku,d(k)−Kfree
u,d (k)

Kjam
u,d (k)−Kfree

u,d (k)

)a)b

.

(48)

from which the intersection maximum saturation flow rate can

be calculated as

Qmix
u,d,o(k) = N lane

u,d,o ·max (K · vmix(K)) (49)

where N lane
u,d,o is the lane number on road (u, d) of route

(u, d, o). For vmix(K) calculation, if queuing exists, ı.e.,

qu,d,o(k) > 0, queuing MPR αque
u,d,o(k) is used. Otherwise,

arriving MPR αarr
u,d,o(k) is used.

The main contributions of the proposed traffic model lie in

the following aspects:

(1) The MPRs of CAVs on roads and routes are described as

state variables during modeling. Therefore, the influence

of mixed traffic and cooperative driving in different MPRs

can be analytically modeled.

(2) In the original model, the occupation length of each vehi-

cle is assumed to be a constant. The proposed macroscopic

traffic flow model describes the relationship between the

mean speed and traffic flow density in different conditions

to reduce modeling errors.

(3) The traffic state updating is modified recursively, solving

the non-conservation problem in the original model as

vehicles approach the tail of the queuing zone.
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(4) The departure behavior of vehicles is modified. The num-

ber of departing vehicles in upstream routes is determined

considering the future spare capacity in the downstream

road. It guarantees that the number of arriving vehicles

will not exceed road capacity, further reducing the mod-

eling error.

III. COORDINATED CONTROL METHODS OF CAVS

After modeling the mixed traffic network, coordination

methods are applied to CAVs to optimize the traffic flow. In

this study, three coordination methods are considered.

A. Road coordination

Road coordination is one of the most common application

scenarios of CAVs, e.g., CACC, cooperative lane-changing,

and multi-lane formation control. These coordination methods

reduce disturbances of the driving behaviour of HDVs on traf-

fic flow and increase traffic mobility. In the proposed model,

macroscopic benefits of CAV coordination are simplified as

shortening car-following time headway compared to HDVs.

Because modeling the accurate distribution of CAVs in traffic

flow is difficult, the following estimation method is used for

approximation. We assume that coordination is activated when

there exist at least three consecutive CAVs in one lane.

If cooperation probability exceeds a given threshold, the

traffic flow performance is improved according to the average

MPR of the moving CAVs to the total number of moving

vehicles on-road. The cooperation probability of n vehicles

and m CAVs can be calculated as

PCAV,≥3(n,m) = 1−
NCAV,1 +NCAV,2

An
,

NCAV,1 = An−m ·Am
n−m+1,

NCAV,1 = Am ·An−m

⌊m/2⌋
∑

i=1

Ci
n−m+1 · C

m−2i
n−m+1−i,

(50)

where A and C represents the total permutations and combi-

nations, respectively.

The maximum traffic flow density in free-driving zone

considering CAV coordination is calculated as

Kfree
u,d,co(k) =ηcooplc

(

αmov
u,d (k)

)

·
((

αmov
u,d (k)− αmov

u,d,co(k)
)

· vfree
· T free

CAV

+ αmov
u,d,co(k) · v

free
· TCAV,co +

(

1− αmov
u,d (k)

)

·vfree
· T free

HDV + lveh
)−1

,

αmov
u,d,co(k) =fCAV,co

(

Ku,d(k) · L
mov
u,d (k), αmov

u,d (k)
)

,
(51)

where ηcooplc is the mixed traffic flow density in CAV coordi-

nation, αmov
u,d (k) is the MPR of CAVs in mixed traffic, fCAV,co

is the function to calculate the average MPR from the number

of vehicles, and TCAV,co is the CAV headway distance. The

TABLE I: Traffic parameters in road coordination.

Parameters Values Parameters Values

T free
HDV

1.5 s T jam
HDV

0.6 s

T free
CAV

0.8 s T jam
CAV

0.3 s

TCAV,co 0.3 s lveh 7m

vfree road speed limit vjam 8 km/h

TABLE II: Traffic input parameters.

Index
Road (1,4) & (3,4) Road (2,5) & (7,8)

Flow (veh/hr) MPR (%) Flow (veh/hr) MPR (%)

1 720 20 432 12

2 1440 40 864 24

3 2160 60 1296 36

4 2880 80 1728 48

5 3600 100 2160 60

road coordination method applied to CAV in the mixed traffic

model is as follows:

vcoopu,d (k) =










vfree , Ku,d(k) ≤ K free
u,d,co(k),

vcoop (Ku,d(k)) , K free
u,d,co(k) < Ku,d(k) < Kjam

u,d (k),

vjam , Ku,d(k) ≥ Kjam
u,d (k),

vcoop (Ku,d(k)) = vjam +
(

vfree − vjam
)

·

(

1−

(

Ku,d(k)−Kfree
u,d,co(k)

Kjam

u,d
(k)−Kfree

u,d,co
(k)

)a)b

.

(52)

B. Intersection coordination

All CAVs in the same platoon can respond instantaneously

to the traffic light turning green, leading to a higher flow

rate with respect to penetration rate compared to pure HDV

traffic. The improvements in Qcoop
u,d,o(k) are represented as

a linear function of the CAV penetration rate in the queue

of a route with corresponding increments of dQcoop. The

maximum saturation traffic flow density is calculated using

Qcoop
u,d,o(k) = N lane

u,d,o ·max(k · vcoop(k)). (53)

To calculate the MPR and vcoop(k), when there is queuing

on road, the queuing number of vehicles qu,d,o(k) and the

MPR αque
u,d,o(k) are used. Otherwise, the arriving number of

vehicles marr
u,d,o(k) and the MPR αarr

u,d,o(k) are used.

C. Network coordination

Routes of CAVs can be guided to balance traffic loads

in the road network to mitigate traffic congestion caused

by high traffic load. However, efficient microscopic routing

of each CAV in the network is challenging for global load

balance. Based on the proposed model, a macroscopic global

routing method is adopted. The CAV route selection ratio, ı.e.,

βCAV,ctrl
u,d,o (k), is used as the control variable. To reduce the

possibility that a CAV is unable to reach its destination due to
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(a) No CAV coordination in road. (b) With CAV coordination in road.

Fig. 2: Influence of CAV coordination on traffic flow performance.

Fig. 3: Improvement percentage of road coordination.

global routing, a constraint on minimum CAV route selection

ratio β0 is imposed. Therefore,

βCAV,ctrl
u,d,o (k) > βu,d,o(k) · β0. (54)

After all CAV route selection rates are determined, a route

planing algorithm can be adopted to generate the route of each

CAV. The actual arriving number of vehicles is

marr,CAV
u,d,o (k) = βCAV,ctrl

u,d,o (k) ·marr,CAV
u,d (k),

marr,HDV
u,d,o (k) = βu,d,o(k) ·

(

marr
u,d(k)−marr,CAV

u,d (k)
)

,

marr
u,d,o(k) = marr,HDV

u,d,o (k) +marr,CAV
u,d,o (k),

(55)

where marr,HDV
u,d,o (k) is the HDV number on road (u, d) heading

to intersection o at time k.

IV. SIMULATION RESULTS

A. Road coordination results

It can be inferred from Section III-A that road coordination

is the most effective optimization method in vehicle coor-

dination. Numerical simulations are conducted to show the

improvements. The headway time of HDV and CAV according

to [37] is defined in Table. I.

As shown in Fig. 2, passenger car unit (PCU) is used to

measure the traffic flow density. The relationship of average

vehicle speed and traffic flow density without and with road

coordination is shown in Figs. 2a, and 2b, respectively. In

both cases, the average vehicle speed drops as traffic flow

Fig. 4: Simulated Road Network.

density increases. In addition, the increasing MPR leads to

higher vehicle speed for the same traffic flow density due to the

CAV’s outstanding car-following distance. When coordination

between the CAVs is activated, the performance can be further

enhanced.

Fig. 3 shows the improvement percentage of road coor-

dination. We conclude that the vehicle speed improvement
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(a) With CAV coordination in network. (b) No CAV coordination in network.

Fig. 5: Comparison of network coordination and traffic light control results.

Fig. 6: Simulation results of total time spent in the road network.

function is a uni-modal function to traffic flow density. The

maximum optimization percentage occurs in 0.1 pcu/m , and

the optimization is obvious when MPR is larger than 20%.

B. Traffic network simulation scenario

For analyzing the performance of the proposed coordination

control method with the proposed traffic model, simulation

experiments were conducted in MATLAB. Fig. 4 shows the

road network used for simulation. For each road, the length

is 200m, the number of lanes is four, and the speed limit is

60km/h. The maximum flow rate of a straight lane, a turning

lane, and a road from the source road is 2veh/s, 1veh/s,
and 3veh/s , respectively. This road network is designed to

reproduce the rush-hour urban unbalanced traffic condition,

where most traffic travels through the road network in one

direction (from northwest to southeast in this road network).

In addition, some roads experience a heavier traffic burden

compared to adjacent roads. In this experiment, parameters of

traffic input are traffic flow rate and CAV penetration rate,

as listed in Table II, where the flow rate and penetration

rate of roads (2,5) and (7,8) are 60% of those of roads (1,4)

and (3,4). Tests were conducted for different combinations of

these two parameters of roads (1,4) and (3,4). The sampling

period Ts is 1s, the control horizon Tc is 100s, and the traffic

input is constant over the control horizon. Route selection

ratios for HDVs are shown in Fig. 4, and the minimum CAV

route selection ratio βmin is 20%. The traffic light control

method using a genetic algorithm was simulated under similar

conditions for comparison with the proposed coordination

control method for optimization.

C. Evaluation index

The simulated primary evaluation index is the total time

spent (TTS) by vehicles in the road network, which is defined

as

TTS = Ts

k
∑

i=1

i
∑

j=1

(

∑

e∈Esrc

marr
e (j)−

∑

e∈Esnk

mdep
e (j)

)

(56)

where Ts is the control horizon, Esrc and Esnk are node pair

sets of all roads starting from the source node and ending at

the sink node, respectively. In this case, vehicles waiting on

roads from the source node are considered, implying that the

TTS calculation is feasible for different traffic conditions.

D. Network coordination results

Simulation results of network coordination are shown in

Fig. 5. Under the proposed coordination control, TTS has a

negative relationship with MPR, which validates the benefit

of the proposed method and the advantage of a high CAV

penetration rate. Under traffic light control, there is a weak

relationship between TTS and CAV penetration rate, indicating

that traffic light control has a poor capability of utilizing

individual CAV in mixed traffic.
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The improvement in TTS under the coordination control

compared to that under the traffic light control is shown in

Fig. 6. The improvement is positive except for the condition

of low traffic burden and low CAV penetration rate, which vali-

dates the advantage of the coordination control over the traffic

light control. The improvement is positively correlated with

CAV penetration rate, indicating that the coordination control

can effectively utilize CAVs to improve traffic efficiency. In

addition, coordination control has better performance when the

input traffic flow is medium for a fixed penetration rate.

V. CONCLUSION

This paper proposes a novel macroscopic traffic model for

mixed traffic networks while solving the non-conservation

problem in existing modeling methods. Because CAVs are

explicitly considered in modeling, their ability to improve

traffic mobility is also investigated. Typical coordination algo-

rithms are further tested on the proposed model. Specifically,

road, intersection, and network coordination algorithms are

verified. The impact of traffic flow rate and MPR on algorithm

performance is also discussed. The traffic simulation results

show that the proposed network-based coordination algorithm

outperforms the traditional traffic light method in various

MPRs and traffic flow rates.

A possible research prospect in this area is to consider the

fuel economy in the optimization, ı.e., to study multi-objective

optimization. Moreover, because precise modeling of traffic

networks is a complicated task, the proposed model can also be

extended to learning-based or reinforcement learning methods

to improve the performance.
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